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Included over the following pages is the St Anthony's Student Wellbeing Policy 
developed in 2001 and revised in November 2005, December 2007,  
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The components include: 

 Belief Statement 
 Values for Australian Schooling 
 The St Anthony’s Behaviour Management Program 
 Behaviour Management Procedures and Practices 
 Behaviour Management Rules and Responsibilities 
 Behaviour Management ‘Steps’  
 Guidelines for the management of Students with Challenging Behaviours in 

Primary Schools 
 Anti-Bullying Policy 
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St Anthony's  
Student Wellbeing Policy 

 

Belief Statement 
 
We the teachers at St Anthony's Primary School, Clovelly believe that: 

 

 Every person has the right to be respected 

 All children have the right to be educated in a safe, nurturing and stimulating environment where they are 

engaged in stimulating and challenging learning experiences. 

 Positive reinforcement promotes self-esteem and is important for the total development of each child 

 Each child's talents and achievements should be acknowledged and celebrated 

 Positive role models encourages children to respect and care for others in the community 

 

Guided by Gospel values and our school motto of 'Love and Service', 
 the following strategies are promoted within the St Anthony's School Student Wellbeing Program. 

 
 

Buddy Program 
A buddy system between students in Kindergarten and Years 5 & 6 operates. Within this program, Kindergarten 
students are orientated into the school community. They are supported and encouraged throughout the year through 

regular contact with their chosen 'buddy'. This promotes responsibility and leadership for our senior students and a 
sense of belonging for the newest members of our school community. 

 

Student Representative Council 
A Student Representative Council is elected early in Term One. This encourages responsibility and leadership from the 

students elected to represent their class at SRC meetings. It also allows all students the opportunity to contribute to 
the decision-making process of the school. All contributions are respected and valued. 

 

Student of the Week/ Merit Awards 
Awards are presented each week at the school assembly to students who exhibit a special effort in areas nominated 

as contributing to the school motto of 'Love and Service'. These awards can have either an academic or interpersonal 
focus. 

 

Morning & School Assemblies 
Morning assemblies gather the community together in prayer and celebration. Weekly assemblies celebrate special 

achievements as well as birthdays and allow each class the opportunity to share and demonstrate learning in the 
various Key Learning Areas through performance and display. 

 
Promoting Individual Talents and Abilities 
Students with 'special' talents are fostered and catered for through activities which include:  

 school choir 

 school band 

 inter-school debating 

 cluster and inter-school sport 

 computer lab/projects 

 keyboard lessons 

 school liturgies 

 assemblies 

 special events that may occur 

 creative and performing arts 

 

Senior Citizens’ Celebrations 
A significant feature of the St Anthony's Student Wellbeing Program and school calendar is its celebration of Senior 
Citizen's Week each year. Students invite and welcome senior members of the community to come, share and enjoy a 

special presentation prepared for them by all classes. This culminates with a liturgical celebration based on the theme 

of Senior Citizen's Week. 



 

Behaviour Management  
Program  

 

‘Catholic schools can successfully create environments which are supportive of individuals and groups with 

special needs, conducive to worthwhile learning, which enhance a sense of belonging and demonstrate a 

caring concern for the well-being of all of their members. Pastoral Care in Catholic schools ensures that 

disciplinary measures and sanctions are approached, not merely as punitive actions, but as concerted 

attempts to foster responsibility for actions and to change and heal destructive behaviours and breaches of 

order.’                                                        
                                                                - Pastoral Care, Guidelines for Catholic Schools 

                                                                        Catholic Education Office Sydney, 2003 

 

 We accept that each child has the right to have his / her basic needs fulfilled. Included over the following 
pages are the rights and responsibilities we as a school community value, in meeting these needs. 
 

At St Anthony's Primary School we believe that: 

 students should be encouraged to develop responsibility for their own actions 

 students should be made aware of both the positive and negative consequences of their actions for themselves 

and others 

 by developing responsibility and accepting consequences children will become more self disciplined 

 our emphasis should focus on 'Positive Choice' of behaviour 

 effective learning occurs in an environment where guidelines and boundaries for children are clear and 

consistent 

 self discipline should instil in each child a sense of love and service, justice, security and respect for both self 

and others 

 Corporal punishment is expressly prohibited as a form of behaviour management 
 

 
To assist us, we have developed four areas of expectation in behaviour (listed below). We encourage our 
students, and teachers to work and play within these rules by establishing class routines and environments 
which support productive teaching and learning. We endeavour to use a great variety of teaching 
strategies that help children to learn how to behave and how to take responsibility for their behaviour. At 
all times we encourage children to choose positive and acceptable behaviour. 
 
 

Behaviour Expectation Areas 
1. Safety 
2. Respect 
3. Effort 
4. Self Responsibility 

 
 
 A full explanation including associated rights and responsibilities follows. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Behaviour Expectations: 
How to meet expectations and the associated consequences. 

 

 
 

Expectation Responsibility Consequence 
1) Safety: 

Self 
 

Others 
 
 

Environment 
 

 
Hands off / Feet off. 

Remain seated in class. 
Maintain self control. 

Work, play and move safely. 
 

Wearing a hat. 
Correct use of toilets / 

equipment 

 
Time out from class or 

playground/ behaviour book  
 
 
 

No play – record in 
behaviour book 

 

2) Respect: 
God 

 
Self 

 
 
 

Others 
 
 
 

Environment 
 

Reverence in prayer 
time/Mass/Church etc 

 
Keep neat, clean and tidy.  

Speak politely to adults and 
peers.  

 
Use good manners. 

Respecting others rights to 
learn. 

 
Keep my school and 
playground clean. 

 
Time out and behaviour 

book. 
 

Fill in Restorative Justice 
Sheet. 

 
Time out and behaviour 

book. 
 
 

Community Service - 
eg clean up playground 

3) Effort: 
Class 

 
 

Playground 
 

Complete set tasks. 
Cooperate in class. 
Follow school rules. 

 
Take pride in class and other 

school activities. 

Incomplete work sent home. 
Stay in for 10mins 

 
Set goals for day/week/term  

with children 
 

4) Self Responsibility: 
 
 

Accepting consequences of 
actions (honesty/courage) 

 
Bringing correct items to 

school / home 
Carries out instructions 

without prompting 
Catches up on missed work 

 

Fill in Restorative Justice 
Sheet. 

 
 

Time out/ behaviour book 
from class or playground. 

Teacher responses: (see following page for details) 
*Warnings   *Time Out    *Continued inappropriate behaviour warrants parent contact 

 



 

Behaviour Management  
'Steps' 

 

We do understand of course, that children will make wrong choices with behaviour from time to time, and 
when these choices become apparent we have set into place a series of 'steps' to improve the behaviour 
and to develop responsibility for this improvement. 

 

The 'steps' are the strategies used to reinforce appropriate behaviour. Children are placed on these steps 
when they do not manage their behaviour in response to all of our 'best teaching preventative practices'. 

 

3 Steps to Restoring Good Behaviour  

in Classrooms 
 

In classrooms, children who don’t respond to our preventative practices find themselves on a series of steps aimed at 

restoring appropriate behaviour. The sequence to be followed includes: 

 
Step One: 

Teacher gives quick rule restatement or reminder (a look, point to rule) 

 

 

Step Two: 
Repeat Step 1.  

If child argues or resists, give clear choice of either improved behaviour or consequences- time out. 
 

 

What are you doing?          

What are you supposed to be doing?   

What are you going to do now? 
 

 

 
 

Step Three: 
Follow up lack of co-operation by contacting the Assistant Principal  

- consequence determined following the Restorative Justice Practices aiming to rebuild relationships. 

Follow-up by Principal if required and parents contacted. 
 

 

The child has made the choice of not managing behaviour and therefore has lost  

the right to be part of the class. 
 
 

Should there be a severe breakdown in behaviour, early steps are by-passed and the  
Assistant Principal is called immediately.  

Strategies suggested in Managing Students with Challenging Behaviours  
– CEO Sydney, June 2007 are to be followed.  

 

 



Managing Students with  
Challenging Behaviours  

 

 
 

 
 

Catholic Education Office, Sydney 
2007 

 

 

 

Rationale 
 

What A Class Teacher Can Do 
Stage One 

 
 

What The School Can Do 
Stage Two 

 
 

What External Intervention Support is Available 
Stage Three 

 
 

What Other Educational Settings Are Available 
Stage Four 

 
 

Developing An Individual Positive Behaviour Plan (IPBP) 
       1) Risk Assessment 
       2) Risk Management 
       3) Developing the Plan 
       4) Sample Plan 
       5) Crisis Management Plan 

 

 
 



 

 

 

Anti-Bullying Policy 
 

St. Anthony’s School is committed to providing a safe and caring environment, which fosters respect for 

others and does not tolerate bullying. 
 

OUR DEFINITION OF BULLYING 
 
Bullying is defined as repeatedly hurting another person who is less powerful – either physically or 
psychologically. 
 

Bullying can take many forms.  We consider the following behaviours as examples of bullying: 

 

Physical: 
 Hitting, kicking, punching 

 Pushing, shoving, spitting 

 Making rude gestures 

 Taking or damaging something which belongs to someone else 

 Forcing others to hand over food, money or something which belongs to them 

 Making someone do something they don’t want to 
 

Verbal: 
 Name calling/offensive language 

 Teasing 

 Threatening 

 Making fun of someone because of their appearance, physical characteristics or cultural background 

 Making fun of someone’s actions 
 

Indirect: 
 Excluding others from the game or group 

 Spreading untrue stories about others 

 Cyber bullying  

 

 

 
STRATEGIES WE WILL USE TO DEAL WITH BULLYING 
 

At St. Anthony’s School we will: 
 

 Openly talk about bullying – what it is, how it affects us and what we can do about it. 

 Teach our children the skills, which will build their self-esteem and empower them to take the responsibility for 

themselves – and give them the opportunity to practise these skills. 
 

Responsibilities of Staff: 
 To model appropriate behaviours at all times. 

 To deal with all reported and observed incidences of bullying as set out in this policy. 

 To ensure that children are supervised at all times. 

 To report incidences of bullying to the principal if this is warranted. 
 

Responsibilities of Children: 
 To ‘tell’ if they are being bullied or if they see someone else being bullied – both at school and on the way to and 

from school. 

 To help someone who is being bullied. 

 To not bully others. 



 

Responsibilities of Parents: 
 To watch for signs that their child may be being bullied or bullying others. 

 To speak to the staff at St. Anthony’s School if their child is being bullied, or they suspect that this is happening. 

 To instruct their children to ‘tell’ if they are bullied. 

 
REPORTING OF BULLYING 
 
Incidences of bullying can be reported to any teacher or the Principal by children and their 
parents.   

 
RESPONDING TO REPORTED INCIDENCES OF BULLYING 
 
When a bullying incident is reported or observed we will use the following graded 
sanctions: 
 
 Send the children involved to peer mediation with teacher applying restorative justice processes. 

 If repeated, warn the bully of the consequences of further incidences. 

 Inform other staff of the incident and record it. 

 Monitor the behaviour of the children involved following this discussion.  Try and give the bully some tasks to do 

or some responsibilities, or praise him/her for doing something right. 

 If the aggression is repeated, separate the offending child from the group for ‘time out’ 

 If the child continues to bully, make an appointment to speak to the parents/carer.  Remind them of the policy 

and ask for their cooperation in stopping the child from bullying other children. 
 If none of the sanctions succeed in stopping the child from being aggressive, he/she may be excluded – either 

from the playground or from school for a short period of time. 

 
The staff will be responsible for implementing the program and ensuring that incidences of bullying are 
dealt with in a manner consistent with the policy and as soon as possible after it is reported or observed. 

 
 
EVALUATING THE PROGRAM 
 
 Noting if there has been a reduction in reported or observed incidences of bullying. 

 Noting if there has been a change in the ethos of our school. 

 Speaking to parents who have reported incidences to find out if the problem has been resolved. 

 
 

REVIEW 

 
 Reminding students and teachers of our policy. 

 Including a copy of the policy in the newsletter for parents. 

 Revising the classroom activities on bullying. 
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